
Five Practices of Fruitful Congregations - Radical Hospitality

How did you become a part of Lake Deaton?

Responses from our group are:

A friend in a walking club had recommended MOAMI/Summerhill.  I registered for MOAMI at Lake Deaton and decided to also try 

coming to Sunday services because I was looking for a church.  I started at Lake Deaton instead of Summerhill because I thought it 

might be easier to get to know people and get involved with a smaller church.

My husband and I grew up in different denominations.  After moving to The Villages, we were looking for a church that appealed to 

both of us.  Lake Deaton was recommended by a friend.

I attended a special service at New Covenant/Summerhill for the first holiday after the death of a loved one.  I began attending Lake 

Deaton when the church opened

I was attending New Covenant/Summerhill.  My sister was visiting, and she found the large service overwhelming (due to 

Alzheimer's).  So the next week we tried going to Eisenhower.  Barbara Johnson saw on the connection pad that my sister was from 

Pennsylvania, and chatted with her before the service.  I’m sure she could tell my sister had some difficulties, especially because I 

needed to help her at communion time.  At the end of the service, Barbara thanked my sister for attending and gave her a big hug.  

We both felt so welcomed.

I was looking for a church.  The woman who painted my house recommended New Covenant/Summerhill, and offered to drive me 

there.  When Lake Deaton opened, I transitioned because I wanted to continue with Pastors Jim and Kristyne. 

I was looking for a prayer group because the one I was in felt too large and too “advanced”.  My neighbor mentioned that there was 

a small group meeting down the street, and I joined that group.  Later, a member of that group brought me to worship service at 

Lake Deaton.
A neighbor / friend invited me.

Two friends told me that they attend worship at a Methodist service at Eisenhower Rec Center and I began attending.

Invited by friends attended Summerfield first then found out about Lake Deaton at Eisenhower.

When we learned about it through NCUMC. We had visited NCUMC. We lived in what was then the southside of The Villages. We decided 

to become a part of LD because it was closer to where we live.

We saw an ad in the newspaper and visited.

Attended services at Eisenhower Rec Center as part of our "church shopping" activity. Liked the energy and authenticity.

Interested in small group opportunities and was advised LDUMC was active in that ministry. After looking at several churches felt most 

welcomed at LDUMC. 

Started at Eisenhower; liked New Covenant but wanted a smaller church. 

a friend invited me. I joined Moami and several church members talked me into coming to Eisenhower. I attended the first service because it was 

closer to my home home than NCUMC.



Five Practices of Fruitful Congregations - Radical Hospitality

How did you become a part of Lake Deaton?

Eisenhower - the excitement and plans in the works. Greeters need to be well trained - not just a handshake and "hello".

The first Sunday after moving to The Villages as a lifelong Methodist. I went to LD at Eisenhower on July 4 in 2017. I was blown away by the sermon, 

the video and the warmth of the other people there. I felt so welcomed and so at home that I cried joyful tears because I felt i was HOME.

 I came to Eisenhower because it was close.

1. Saw ad in paper. 2. stumbled into it at Eisenhower - campus that were intersted in outreach.

Jim asked us to help with Lake Deaton - closer to home. Newspaper - came from New Covenant.

Personal invitation/ follow up phone call. Originally part of NCUMC.

Invited by a friend who played golf, just wanted to go to Eisenhower, searching for a church and invited, explored several churches.

I read about a church meeting at Eisenhower, thought about going, but when I met a lady at a neighborhood luncheon and she told me how much she 

enjoyed it, I decided to try it out and I've stayed and joined.

I was drawn to worship after experiencing Pastor Jim's dedication of Stephen Ministers.

When we moved here we were attending NCUMC, Decided when we heard the LD had just opened that we should visit there. Loved it!

I attended / member of NCUMC, but wanted to worship closer to home.

I was visiting churches all over The Villages, and read about the church meeting at Eisenhower in the newspaper. Once I attended I have returned ever 

since.

Attended NCUMC, told about UMC at Eisenhower Rec Center

Came from a UMC up north and looked for one in The Villages.  Attended first at Eisenhower rec center because it was 

closest to where we lived.

-       Began attending before the move to Eisenhower when the church was in early formation

-       Began attending at Summerhill but Eisenhower was closer

-       Played in a golf group; one of the couples invited us to church



Five Practices of Fruitful Congregations - Radical Hospitality

How did you become a part of Lake Deaton?

When we were new to the area we golfed with a group which had several NCUMC members as part of the group. They invited us to try NCUMC.

Through a friend of a friend in the church I attended in the town I was moving from. 

In my search for a church that "fit" NC was an early try. Then LD at Eisenhower campus came next and Jan invited me to LD with her.



Radical Hospitality #2

Remember the first time you entered Lake Deaton. How were you welcomed? How did you feel? What was helpful and what was 

confusing to you?

In respect to Radical Hospitality, what we do well at Lake Deaton

Greeting people arriving for worship service:

Greeters and ushers warmly welcome people, especially newcomers

Everyone is greeted outside, at the door, and into the sanctuary

The umbrella team and others greet people setting up a feeling of being warmly welcomed

“Welcome to Lake Deaton” for newcomers/visitors with facility tours

Was hosted by Bobbi and Phil Kimball who did a beautiful job

Needs to start again when possible

Women’s Bloom Sessions

Monthly luncheons  with a program

Greeting people arriving for worship service:

Attention to Visitors

Ensure a pastor is present at “Welcome to Lake Deaton” events

Inside sanctuary, introduce yourself to persons around you

Find visitors to sit with and engage them

Prepare volunteers who will be available (perhaps only once a month) to attach to visitors at the welcome area and stay with them 

during service and be available for questions/social time after the service (Worship Service Hosts)

Scheduling

Allow for a longer break between services for time to socialize with members and visitors; between service Bible study; time for pastors 

to mix and connect with visitors and members.  Priority for mixing with visitors.

Outside Worship Service

Engage more with people after and outside church



Radical Hospitality #2

Remember the first time you entered Lake Deaton. How were you welcomed? How did you feel? What was helpful and what was 

confusing to you?Could do more to reach people where they are—not wait until they show up at church

Notes:

It was good to see a good quantity of activities that LDUMC is doing really well.  These need to continue or restart when Covid allows.

Hospitality does not stop after someone becomes a member.  It must continue.  Thus, some of our group’s comments refer to this 

hospitality continuation.

We felt ill-prepared to engage outsiders concerning activities, Bible studies, and other ministries available.  Communications and 

information are not always available or clear on what, when, where, how or who.  This is a big task that needs to be tackled.  Could be 

Covid has hampered our ability to plan and communicate effectively.

We could have spent another 2 hours on this topic.  Nonetheless, we feel what we have harvested is a good start.  Perhaps as the process 

rolls on, some focus groups could be formed to take this information to the next level and be more actionable.

We feel our group has been very successful with sharing and growing our faith.  Our love and commitment is strong.  While we do not 

want to give up what we have “Love for God and love for each other” we have started considering splitting our group and becoming more 

of a Bible Study group (which is what we do anyhow) available to more of the congregation on Sundays.  We are wanting to share what 

we have.  We can’t welcome others without some changes.  We will continue this dialog and share our thoughts with the pastors when we 

are more prepared.

Pastor helped when someone was ill, found online, friend invited us.  Need more greeters to help people with finding what's on the tables and 

directing people to where to go. Training for greeters.

Our group found the greetings friendly and nothing seemed confusing.  

For most of us the most significant part of feeling welcomed was the “open table”, the invitation for all to join at communion.  

This was in sharp contrast to many of our experiences in other churches.  

Some remember someone stopping by their house after their first week with a coffee cup and welcome.  All like the new 

Welcome banner in the narthex.

All were pleased with the music, the quality of the sermons, and the general feeling that people wanted to be at the service.



Radical Hospitality #2

Remember the first time you entered Lake Deaton. How were you welcomed? How did you feel? What was helpful and what was 

confusing to you?Most felt uncomfortable in the first weeks attending during the time after the service when lots of people were gathering and 

chatting with coffee, but we didn’t know anyone yet.

Welcomed with "hellos" but not much interaction; felt OK because I was with friends.

Yes, I was welcomed several times before I got to the room where the service was held.

All agreed that we felt very welcomed at Eizenhower. Coffe / info room was dondusive to fellowship. Not so much at LD. (maybe 

part due to multiple entrances. At Eisenhower everyone came through one door.

It was exciting and fun. I became a 'greeter' and enjoyed welcoming other newbies. Loved the social time before services. We 

were at the first organizational meeting and kick-off. Meetings at the lot where the church was to be built were full of 

expectation and fun.
We were openly welcomed.

Greeters at several different places at Eisenhower. Not having a bulletin was different at first. Congregation seemed enthusiastic about being in 

church. Hrd to find a seat which added to the energy and expectation.

Very impressed with the greeting process (ie: umbrella team) Greeters were welcoming and helpful. Enjoyed having a separate space 

to socialize, have coffee, cookies and get information. Need to consider a designated welcome center (area). 

Was welcomed; invited to Mens breakfast, people being friendly at coffee table at Eisenhower; approached after service 

Greeted, given directions, show a first time attending table and given a gift bag. Show the restroom and given a bulletin; felt very welcomed

I even felt connected with my ancestors in the US because of the video on the American revolution. Floyd Wilhoitte was the first person who spoke 

to me. I will always remember how kind he was to me. I loved Pastor Jim's sermon.

The greeters and others were very helpful and there were opportunities to find out about the church.

1. Welcomed and offered coffee. 2. Welcomed but not openly. But loved outreach vision. 3. Bulletin was needed to show format (schedule) 4. Like 

fact it was in a rec center. 5. What was CLC? What do names mean?

The pastor was outgoing, open minded, and the Holy Spirit was present.

Just walked to Eisenhower. Greeter was very helpful - several came to talk. It felt a little confusing (getting hugs started her 😉 but she came to 

enjoy it. Warmth of LD / nice and bright. Missing intimacy moving from Eisenhower.



Radical Hospitality #2

Remember the first time you entered Lake Deaton. How were you welcomed? How did you feel? What was helpful and what was 

confusing to you?

At Eisenhower and they welcomed me outside and inside the lobby. I felt that I had found a church home, even before we had the church building. 

Church is the people of God.

Umbrella greets - friendly welcome for people now - with masks/ COVID / we are currently congregating as small groups we know.

AT the door, in the hallways and in the "coffee" room. I felt "at home"; welcomed warmly; I felt at peace.

Everybody welcome us warmly. Helpful - info desk for questions. Confusing - can't think of anything.

Very welcome at Bradenton Rec Center.

I tend to be someone who doesn't like new experiences. Everyone made me feel completely comfortable and totally guided me in every way. I felt 

like I was home.

1. Eisenhower. 2. Met in lobby. 3. Anxious, hesitant, curious, cautious. Being sent from one person (station) to another

-       At Eisenhower, friendly greetings, handed a bulletin.  Lots of positive energy.  The fellowship room was a great 

meeting and greeting location.

-       Nothing confusing.  The bulleting was helpful as a new attendee.

Greeted warmly at the door, felt comfortable.

Given a newsletter by a greeter at the door who smiled and said welcome. This was at Eisenhower.

Doors were opened then greeters pointed me in the right direction, then ushers handed me a bulletin and in I went, only to see Jan waving me to 

join.



Radical Hospitality #2

Remember the first time you entered Lake Deaton. How were you welcomed? How did you feel? What was helpful and what was 

confusing to you?



Radical Hospitality #3

What does the word "radical" mean to you when applying to hospitality?

I moved from Oregon to The Villages almost a year ago. I was alone, and had the good fortune of buying a house only a few houses down from my step-

sister. Being new here, I was quite confounded about gettting around and identifying new healthcare providers and various servic providers. My 

stepsister spent endless hours helping me find my way around usually waiting in the caar until my appointments were over. I was ready to depart. She 

has, in fact, spent countless hours helping me get established. She has never refued me when I have asked for help. As I wateched how she lived her life, 

I have seen her constantly looking for ways to help others. She has truly been an example of radical hospitality and I have been very blessed by her 

generosity. 

Going above and beyond the normal because we love God. Going the extra mile. 

We didn’t have anything to add to the book’s definition -- drastically different, exceeds expectation.  For one, the word “radical” has a 

strongly negative connotation. 

Inviting others to engage in a relationship: making strangers feel not only wlecome but accepted, cared for, supported and loved.

Beyond the normal, not expected.

Getting out of the box.

Beyond welcoming. 

Extreme. Push me outside my comfort zone. Accidental vs. intentional because you have radical hospitality, not pushy hospitality.

"Way, way beyond the norm". Doing something for another person that requires special effort, special time and is not expected by the receiving party.

Out of the ordinary. Unusual process or an unexpected activity 

between “regular” and “way out there”; a step beyond standard; more than polite greeting.

All inclusive; above the normal; something different than I am already doing

Beyond normal.

Going above and beyond perfunctory greeting to connect with others. Reaching out to them especially if they seem to be alone.

My husband is from Iran and middle Eastern hospitality is on a much higher level than we experience. People come for extended periods and you make 

them feel at home.

Above normal.



Radical Hospitality #3

What does the word "radical" mean to you when applying to hospitality?

Hospitality is inviting. Radical could be a controversial word because of the world we live in. Extreme is radical. Outside the ordinary - above and beyond. 

Creativity = thinking outside the box in how you appraoch. What do you do all week long to be invitational. Idea = Christian music circle / sing-along 

night.

Going beyond the normal, reaching out to someone I haven't seen beofre, going out of our comfort zone.

Going out of my comfort zone. Not rushed. Welcoming

More than "normal"; happily unexpected; beyond expectation without compensation.

Going above and beyond what would normally be expected.

Going the extra mile to be welcoming by authentically engaging in conversation followed by an invitation to a class, meal, other.

To me it means to go above and beyond what people normally expect. It means warmth.

Beyond normal meet and greet

-       Go beyond just a greeting at the door.

-       No cliques; sitting with strangers; engaging in conversation

-       Treating everyone as an important guest

-       Beyond church services:  inviting folks to pot lucks and church events

Hearty handshakes, asking questions to show interest, genuine smiles, creativity.

Out of the ordinary. A totally different way.

Going beyond what's expected, getting to know someone as you ease that person's doubts or hesitations, "welcoming a new friend".



Radical Hospitality #3

What does the word "radical" mean to you when applying to hospitality?



Radical Hospitality - #4

How does Lake Deaton invite people? How do you personally invite people? What could be done to help be more effective?

Invite people personally; articles in the  

LD offers a warm welcome but does not try to engage strangers.

Word of mouth. I just mentioned that I attend LDUMC. If there appears there is a positive response, I continue. Place ads in Saturday newspaper.

Mostly by word of mouth. Feel there could be more advertising - serrvice times posted on sign out front of church and / or newspaper.

Let friends and neighbors know that we are here. Invite them to join some of our subgroups such as golf. Invite them to come with us to church.

Flyers. I call people and give flyers. Create opportunities to be visible. More visibility in the paper, flyers for neighborhoods.

We always signed connection pads (we are not members) but there was only one follow-up (mug was delivered). There should be a way for pastors (or 

someone) to reach out to anyone who has attended 3+ times. Personal conversation and acknowledgement.

Provide events and programs to create opportunities for folks to invite. (ie: Chili cook-off, Concerts, Flee Market craft Fair, Festivals, Bake 

Sales, etc.) Consider more advertising and marketing efforts. 

more getting to know you activities; barbecue for people across street; concerts; bingo
 

Connection pads to see if you are sitting by new people; word of mouth; website. Newsletter/announcements. Phone calls. Newspaper articles. Target 

south of 44 in the new neighborhoods. Music concerts. Activities open to everyone. 

Events would help (post COVID). Playground to attract families. Bible study our of the area. Bus ministry for shut ins - have to work with staff to get 

them ready. The "crock pot" ministry for across 44.

Welcoming newcomers from the pulpit, and encouraging parishioners to invite friends. Not sure.

Newpaper notice and articles about the church. Invitations to join small groups and Bible studies, volunteers, outreach to local area and RV parks.

Village Fun, personal invitation, Facebook. Famous speaker, provide opportunities.

Newspaper, Facebook,etc. It can be a struggle to invite others but it helps to form a relationship. To draw a crowd into the church - speaker - give out 

water. Musical concerts, health seminars. The Butterfly Garden brings people in.

Members invite friends, neighbors and acquaintances. Be more outgoing and inquisitive. Inviting people to outdoor services when sitting in the car.



Radical Hospitality - #4

How does Lake Deaton invite people? How do you personally invite people? What could be done to help be more effective?

I don't see a picture ad in the newspaper. I wonder how expensive they are.

Better job at newspaper advertising; invite during other activities; bigger signs on 44. Outdoor activities.

Personally, I rarely invite others "in". I do try to warmly welcome someone who is unfamiliar to me.

Facebook - if people ask on Villages Facebook groups about churches, have a prepared response to post, along with link to church's website.

Post COVID-19, weekly or biweekly dinners / studies. I'd invite neighbors. Havin a core group of outgoing members circulate in the lobby prior to and 

after services similar to what was done at Eisenhower helps newcomers feel genuinely welcomed.

I was invited to be more involved, and that was the push I needed. I bring up our church in my normal conversations and ask if people have found a 

church home. Each of us needs to take responsibility to make others feel comfortable and important.

Village Sun and its members (word of mouth) + website. Visiting newly opened /occupied sections of the Villages

-       The website is important.  Lots of folks check websites when searching for a church or just gaining info on a church

-       Facebook; YouTube; website – streaming services on-line are all important

-       We need as a church to be known for something.  What ministry are we know for?

Members invite friends, neighbors and even strangers. Tell them where we attend and how friendly everyone is and great messages easy to 

understand and relate to. Be more outgoing and inquisitive. I could have a personality transplant, too.

Word of mouth. Listed in the paper. Invite to attend with me.

Connection pads. When I get a sense that someone "needs more" then; is hurting or is wandering I ask if they are spiritual? The conversation begins 

there. 



Radical Hospitality - #4

How does Lake Deaton invite people? How do you personally invite people? What could be done to help be more effective?



Radiical Hospitality #5

How could we make inviting people a regular part of our congregation plans, events, small groups, classes, and worship?

Those already attending Lake Deaton are frequently given information, and encouraged to participate.  This encouragement comes 

from announcements and sermons at worship, from Lake Deaton Happenings, Couch Talk, etc.

To reach out to people who don’t already attend Lake Deaton, we are encouraged to individually extend invitations.  We also saw an 

article in the Daily Sun about the Sonrise respite program.  We aren’t aware of other ways Lake Deaton makes information available 

to those who don’t already attend.
If sitting with strange / new people, engage in offers to include coming to a small group. Or encouraging to meet them somewhere outside church; a 

walk, gathering for dessert, etc. 

Ask members of each small group to speak at Worship and explain how good the small group is personally.

Ushers and front desk working together. Assign 'shepherds; to new people - sit with them, answer questions, etc. Full engagement from our pastors - 

talking in lobby, acknowledge people and be flexible in their service.

Keep asking and offer to bring them with me.

1. Billboard on the property. Our church signs on 44 too small. 2. Radio announcements. 3. More social events: ice cream socials, movies with popcorn, 

hot dog stand. 

For most people, it's hard to invite - for fear of rejection or fear of offending. Small written cards that could be handed to someone. Ie, "Thought you 

might be interested in this. Wanted you to know about it." People will come to events before will come to church.

Better communications about the activities mentioned above.

have events not necessarily at church; partner with other churches; get a contact in other areas

Complimentary drive thru dinner. Better signage; large upcoming events board. Newspaper advertising about classes and upcoming activities; offer 

more classes to help the neighboring folks such as cooking, accounting, budgets. 

The outside services could always be "invite a friend" services.

I don't know.

Newspaper notices.

Offering personal invitation. One on one personal touch. Events that appeal to people maybe not already members.

Variety of events - one-on-one genuine invitaton, Halloween candy event. Bringing the mug or a loaf of bread to visitors is good.



Radiical Hospitality #5

How could we make inviting people a regular part of our congregation plans, events, small groups, classes, and worship?

A contest of who invites more people. Referred by question in the attendance.

Advertising activities, more participants asking face to face invitations.

Practice to make it permanent. Personal invitiations; mentoring have more relationship building.

Offer events that don't necessarily require prior "churchy" knowledge. "open" gathering of music, picnics, seminars, games, story telling / after normal 

hours. 

Marquee out front with service times and special events. Easter egg hunt advertised to community.

People like to socialize so planned events other than formal services would be one way to get our neighbors involved.

I don't have a specific answer, but I think we need to be reminded often to share radical hospitality.

I believe this is the wrong question. The question is how can our members meet possible "new members" and talk up the benefits of LD through verbal 

and electronic communication.

-       Be always aware of friends, neighbors, and acquaintances who should be invited to attend church with us. 

Keep reminding us to do it and doing it.

Provide events, Bible studies, activities and advertise them with brochures, announcements. Use take home bulletins of all church events, activities, etc. 

so people can have them handy to schedule attendance.

Drive thru dinner (complimentary) once a week.



Radical Hospitality #6

Have you invited neighbors or friends to join you at Lake Deaton for worship or some other event? Why or why not? What programs 

would help you to invite someone to church?

Everyone in the group likes coming to worship at Lake Deaton and would recommend Lake Deaton if asked.  Some in our group feel they 

are not “successful” because so far the people they have invited have not accepted.  Most in the group don’t feel comfortable inviting 

people to worship unless there is some context for the invitation.  If a context comes up, (such as someone mentioning they are looking 

for a church), then will invite.  Some in the group have invited people to other events or activities (Bloom, night golf, pickleball, chili cook-

off).  

Some extended invitations to concerts (at New Covenant/Summerhill) and others remember being invited to the concerts.

The wallet-sized cards with worship times, address and website are handy to give to someone who might be interested.

Perhaps there could be training or resources for people who feel shy about inviting others to  church events, or initiating conversations 

about faith.  For example, how do we learn to extend genuine hospitality as described in the chapter, and not come across as just trying to 

drum up numbers, or in any way judgemental or only superficially interested in the other person?

Invited a friend (neighbor) to stations of the cross; after she expressed an interst in LD. She will attend with me soon.

I did early on but haven't seen as much new interest lately. I think it is only because I haven't made new friends for the last couple of years.

Yes, frequently. Special event / service cards help. Maybe offer new attendees a free specialty coffee.

Yes. Sometimes their schedules are so busy, they decline.

Yes. Social events. Informal first time.

Invited next door neighbor. Her husband is anti-church. Programs such as speakers, music, classes would help break the ice.

?  Yes, primarily utilizing the activities mentioned above. Also, felt MOAMI program was very helpful in getting to know folks. 

______________________________________________________________________

 Yes, men's programs; Wednesday grow programs; night golf.

Yes! Chili cookoff; bonfire, hot dogs, music. Events (Laura Story), evening events. More craft/art classes; more exercise classes for different abilities.

Concerts. Fellowship for singles. Speakers (religious and nonreligious). Fundraisers. Wednesday night dinner - spaghetti dinners open to the public.



Radical Hospitality #6

Have you invited neighbors or friends to join you at Lake Deaton for worship or some other event? Why or why not? What programs 

would help you to invite someone to church?Occasionally. I will mention our church within conversations and see their response. If they are interested I will go on to an invitation. If not, I don/t 

Perhaps a concert or other type of special event.

Yes. I mention that and joined a small group. Use golfing opportunities to ask what others do and they mention the church, also the butterfly garden.

Offer informal, non-theological. Use streaming services. Classes, other social events, i.e. dinners. 

Most have invited others to church. Informal first time might be a good entry point. Streaming, outdoor services, classes, social events, dinners, game 

nights.

We have invited some, because we think it is a great place. Programs on conversation starters. Programs on telling your story. Social outings.

Yes, I've invited friends to our services and to the Bloom meetings. Painting rocks and leaving them in the community. Singles.

Bloom

Yes, friend asked us about what church we attend. We invited him to come with us when we can attending again in person. He is interested in joining 

us, monthly coffee social!!! We could invite friends to it. They  might see how friendly people are and might decide to come on Sunday.

Music performances such as the visiting choir last year would allow me to invite my neighbors. Holiday observances (Cinco de Mayo, July 4th, Fall 

Festival)

Yes, I love this church and want to share it with others.

No, my immediate neighbors belong to other congregations. Had by training / profession this was frowned on for most of my adulthood. Wednesday 

night dinners and classes.

-       No, my close neighbors already attend a church.

-       Yes, we have invited some but they deny coming.

Pot lucks, chili cook offs, concerts



Radical Hospitality #6

Have you invited neighbors or friends to join you at Lake Deaton for worship or some other event? Why or why not? What programs 

would help you to invite someone to church?Yes, because we think it's a great. Church program to give suggestions on conversation starters and how to tell your own story to a stranger.

Yes, I wanted them to come. Bible studies, musical programs, meals.

Yes. When our pastors introduce themselves on Sunday morning - STOP then, say something personal to the congregation, not a rote speech every Sunday.



Radical Hospitality #6

Have you invited neighbors or friends to join you at Lake Deaton for worship or some other event? Why or why not? What programs 

would help you to invite someone to church?



Radical Hospitality #6

Have you invited neighbors or friends to join you at Lake Deaton for worship or some other event? Why or why not? What programs 

would help you to invite someone to church?



Radical Hospitality #6

Have you invited neighbors or friends to join you at Lake Deaton for worship or some other event? Why or why not? What programs 

would help you to invite someone to church?

Yes. When our pastors introduce themselves on Sunday morning - STOP then, say something personal to the congregation, not a rote speech every Sunday.



Radical Hospitality #7

What are the three or four points (groups, activities, events) through which new people are most likely to connect with our 

congregation? What makes these attractive and inviting? 

Saturday/Sunday worship services are likely the main entry point for people who are looking for a church.  

The respite program, celebrate recovery, MOAMI, grief group, etc may draw people who are seeking help or encouragement during a 

challenging time in their lives.

Golf, pickleball, yoga, exercise, etc may draw people who are looking for friendship/fellowship as part of their recreation.  There are 

thousands of clubs in The Villages, but some of these are quite large making it hard to get to know people.

Inviting someone to come with us on a particular date may help someone feel more comfortable than following up on an open ended 

invitation.

Encouraging our congregation to strike up conversations with newcomers is important.  Even better is remembering something about 

them and talking with them again the next time they come.

Groups like Sunday School where we can meet new small groups of people immediately. Activities where we can engage with others at our 

own pace.
Meet the pastors. Assign them a "shepherd".

Sports and social activities are more likely to draw others. Something fun.

1. community picnic (4th of July) with fireworks. 2. Movie night. 3. kids craft time (parents away time) 4. soup kitchen.

Any musical concert, card tournaments, classes on hobbies, opportunity to serve community or people in need. Health Fairs.

Leverage Men’s breakfast, Women’s luncheons, Small groups, Events and activities as mentioned earlier. 

interesting speakers or topics at men’s breakfast / women’s lunch or off campus activities.

Grow nights; weekly church and Sunday school; evening events. Making a point to introduce yourself; outdoor sevice. Anything with food & Snacks

Dinners open to the public, movies, trunk or treat, Easter outside activities = all equal fellowship.

All are currently done: mugger ministry, greetings, small groups, having narthex chats with newcomers (informally). Pastoral recognition of visitors. 

Don't know about how to make it more inviting.

Tell my experience with my small group.



Radical Hospitality #7

What are the three or four points (groups, activities, events) through which new people are most likely to connect with our 

congregation? What makes these attractive and inviting? 

Christian concerts, contemporary services, traditional services, Butterfly Garden, Womens and men's ministries, speakers, choir / band / orchestra, 

Bible studies, dinners, lunches, breakfasts

Concerts, lecture. Special events: Good Friedy, Easter, Christmas Eve. They are not advertised. What other congregations are doing. Educational events to parter with community.

Small groups, concerts, golf outings, golf cart scavenger huts, church picnics, vacation Bible study open to the neighborhood and community children.

YouTube, Lake Deaton Happenings. But not everyone is elctronically inclined. Website can be confusing.

Social event like a coffee social.

Church bonfire always is fun. Inviting other churches to engage in a joint community effoer, i.e. neighborhood beautification, building handicap ramps 

for disabled residents, entertaining / visiting nursing home / residence.

Mens' and women's groups, sports gatherings (golf, yogs, etc.) food related activities.

Unknown. Perhaps something like a pancake breakfast where proceeds help (visibly) external entities. Allow me to demenstrate our commitment to 

the helping / assisting the outside / external world.

-       We need to reestablish a fellowship area to gather before and after church services.  We need snacks and information 

desks, and places to sit around a table

-       Pot lucks, chili cook offs, concerts to get folks inside the building to feel comfortable and making it attractive.

Bargains and Blessings, member participation in community events like runs, Habitat for Humanity, local festivals, etc. While wearing LD shirts, non-

threatening and fun (in some cases). Always be upbeat and friendly while wearing LD apparel or, otherwise, representing LDUMC.

music events (choir cantatas, great groups, sing-along nights), Bible studies of different subjects. More advertising of the events that are already happening (yoga, Walk Away the Pounds, etc.)

Grow nights with dinner. Church and Sunday school weekly. Evening events - music, games, eating out. *Make it a point to introduce yourself to others.
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Radical Hospitality #7

What are the three or four points (groups, activities, events) through which new people are most likely to connect with our 

congregation? What makes these attractive and inviting? 

music events (choir cantatas, great groups, sing-along nights), Bible studies of different subjects. More advertising of the events that are already happening (yoga, Walk Away the Pounds, etc.)



Radical Hospitality #8

Can you list two groups of people in your area that are not currently part of Lake Deaton? What might they need? What could we offer?

Many people here are experiencing a transition (move to The Villages, change in their health, loss of spouse or friends).  Offer “What’s Next” bible study  

 https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07KDZXG94/ref=dp-kindle-redirect?_encoding=UTF8&btkr=1

Transportation can be a barrier for many, either on a permanent basis because they no longer drive, or for a period of time such as 

recovering from surgery.  There is no public transportation to Lake Deaton, and taxi services are limited.  People may hesitate to ask for a 

ride to worship, classes or other events because they don’t want to be a burden, or they do not know who they could ask.  How could we 

eliminate the barrier of transportation?
Groups: ones attend regularly not members. A Need: engage with personal invitation to join a group or activity

Groups: deaf - hearing impaired. Offering signing at service. Singles: support and community. Groups - events. Grief support: support, groups, prayers, 

talks for coping.

Groups: kids. Need: fun - play crafts. Build on Trunk or treat. Playground. Overnight. Groups: minorities - singles.

Groups: Gays - feeling welcomed. Lonely people - support and conversation. Caregivers - way to worship with spouse. Worship service for those and 

their spouse with dementia.

                                                             Traditional Sunday school 

Single men               support, things to do, activities

Care Givers             Respite, support

Homebound                               Church Connection                               Home visits/communion

Children                                        Support                                                   Activities

Singles - singles group - social group. Divorced persons - support group.

Touchy because if they aren't already in a church they don't want to be. Singles - same as above. Elderly - transportation to and from church. Provide 

rides. Younger adults and children - programs geared to them. Grandparent surrogates?

Snowbirds - solunteer opportunities. Short term studies.

Neighborhood book club - honor flight - recreation. Pickle ball group - school support - volunteering. Golf group - EMS/ Fire - participate. Minorities and 

singles.

Invite other churches or Christian groups to share a worship opportunity, i.e. House of Hope group.

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07KDZXG94/ref=dp-kindle-redirect?_encoding=UTF8&btkr=1
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07KDZXG94/ref=dp-kindle-redirect?_encoding=UTF8&btkr=1


Radical Hospitality #8

Can you list two groups of people in your area that are not currently part of Lake Deaton? What might they need? What could we offer?

Book clubs, minorities, pickle ball, golf, singles group, programs for kids.

Widows, minorities. Navigating life when you live alone. Tools to living alone.

Widows, singles, terminally ill, divorce recovery support group. Celebrate Recovery. Grief Share

Golfers. Singles. Terminally Ill. Bikers.

Lower income families. Help clean yard and trim landscaping, remove junk. Supply reading books, mentoring. Old birthday parties, cakes, drinks, party 

favors, place for games.

Terminally ill, support, meeting spots, support group, prayer, meeting spot.

Widows - social, mental health, singles group. Community - clean up debris, clean up neighborhood HEY 44. Community - help feed the hungry - 

community garden.

Singles - community

I have no idea! Perhaps if we did a Habitat for Humanity project or something, we would attract individuals from the outside and they could see us 

doing things to improves our "neighbors" lives.

Singles & Windows in Continental CC                         Loneliness                Support group and fun activities

Homeless  (I 75 & 44)                                                food & caring                prepared meals; clothing; conversation and prayer

Couch Potatoes - group exercise - yog, walking, P90X, cardio drumming

Migrant workers - language - offer ESL classes, offer Spanish classes to congregation so we can communicate with them.



Radical Hospitality #8

Can you list two groups of people in your area that are not currently part of Lake Deaton? What might they need? What could we offer?



Radical Hospitality #9

Do you use Lake Deaton's website for information about engaging? Why or why not?

We use the website to find classes, take on-line classes, to watch livestream of worship services and other events, to find phone numbers 

and email addresses, for on-line giving

Yes, I do. I engage in on-line devotions. However, usually do not feel lead to participate because there is not a very personal invite.

Much of our group not using it weekly. Email is helpful.

Yes, but it can be confusing.

Have twice. Excellent website, but not natural for us to get info that way. Used to paper that can be read and re-read and kept in accessible place.

Yes, one utilizes it a lot is comfortable working online. She found it not as intuitive as it could be. Another participant is not comfortable 

working online and would be interested in a class to learn how to navigate better. Both our website and the internet. 

Yes, don’t really use it 

Yes/sometimes. Look at the emails that come.

Yes. Service is better now it is recorded. It is kept up to date (big importance). For next, interested people: easy to find what is going on (classes, etc. 

without going into registrations. Worship videos on main bar - not hidden in the menus.

I'm not good at online using websites, but the weekly Happenings are helpful when sent by email.

Yes, checking church events, online worship.

Yes - but can be difficult to maneuver through. Some things are buried. Change "registrations" to "events". More acclimated to us inside and not new 

people - need a calendar.

Yes, but it can be difficult to navigate. More focused on those in the church rather than outsiders.

Online services, online giving, registration

Yes, but I don't always find what I'm looking for.

Yes, I did. But now I tend to use LD Happenings.



Radical Hospitality #9

Do you use Lake Deaton's website for information about engaging? Why or why not?

Yes - new opportunities to participate.

I use it for registering, but don't go there to look for activities. I watch Couch Talk and read the newsletter to get my information.

No, the site is geared to support member information. To make it intersting for the visitor, you should have a tab that has a sampling of a couple of 

Couch Talks, recent sermons, perhaps men's breakfast events, women's events. Etc. 

Yes, there is a lot of good info there and it is maintained

Yes, to find out how we can become more involved.

Sometime. Inconvenient. The bulletin we used to get was much easier to keep handy. Need links to find info.

Occasionally - more by listening and email links weekly.



Radical Hospitality - #10

On a scale of 1 to 10 being the hightest priority, rate how important Radical Hospitality is to Lake Deaton as one of our Core Values

10 All rated as 10.  We feel that we need to be grounded in hospitality for all of the other areas to be successful.
5  working on it. Congregation not engaged.

10

7 Should be 10

10

10

10

10
9

10

10

Would love to have low bookcases in the narthex all along under the 

windows. Would make great browsing material hwne the coffee shop opens. 

Also will make the study books available for groups to look at on Sundays.

10

10

10

7

10 absolutely.

7

5 kats, 7, 9 

8 to 9

9

10

10

10

5.5

10

10

10

10

10



Radical Hospitality - #10

On a scale of 1 to 10 being the hightest priority, rate how important Radical Hospitality is to Lake Deaton as one of our Core Values

All rated as 10.  We feel that we need to be grounded in hospitality for all of the other areas to be successful.


